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Minutes of Tilston Parish Council Extraordinary Meeting  
at Tilston War Memorial Hall,  

26
th

 October 2011 

PRESENT 
Councillors 
Chairman –  Penny Honeyborne 

John Bird Ian Munro Dave Passey Eric Pomfret 

Nicola Prince    

Clerk – Mrs. Ann Wright 
Non Parish Councillors 
Cheshire West & Chester Councillor - Howard Greenwood. 
Cheshire West & Chester Strategic Housing & Enabling Officer – Lesley Bassett 
Cheshire West & Chester Local Development Framework Manager – Phill Bamford 
Public - 40 
 

APOLOGIES 
Neil Ritchie – Family Commitment. 
 
DECLARATION OF INTERESTS 
None declared. 
 
PRESENTATION/DISCUSSION 
Lesley Basset gave a presentation including the following points:- 

 Mrs Bassett explained her role as strategic housing and enabling officer focusing on rural 
areas. This includes working with communities and Parish Councils identifying and 
understanding housing needs in rural areas including looking at the demographics of the 
community, sustaining shops and services. Providing the right house, in the right place 
for the right people. 

 The average age of the Tilston population falls within the mid-40s however over the next 
twenty years this will change significantly as the population ages and the needs of the 
village change. 

 CW&C housing strategy covers the period up to 2030. 

 There are 2 types of affordable housing:- 
1. Affordable Rented – rented at 80% market rent (possibly less if evidence exists of 

particularly low incomes in an area). 
2. Shared Ownership – aimed at first time buyers or those who have separated, seen 

as a stepping stone allowing people to move up the property ladder. Owners can 
buy a percentage of the property, up to 80%, and pay rent on the remainder. 

 Both types or property are owned by a housing association, are affordable and for local 
people in perpetuity 

 Properties are built in most cases amongst market value houses 

 Exception sites are ones where planning will only be granted for affordable homes. 

 It is important to identify what the community needs as has been done by Norley Parish 
Council through a questionnaire. This need can go beyond simply affordable housing 
including the needs of first time buyers and older members of the population. 

 ‘Homes for Life’ – small homes designed to be adapted as residents become older e.g. 
wider door frames for wheel chair access. 

 Strategic Housing Market Assessment – developed for CW&C by specialist consultants 
on a government model to identify affordable housing needs on a CW&C ward basis.  

 Affordable housing need for the Farndon Ward which includes Tilston is 14, 2 to 3 
bedroom houses a year. 
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Phill Bamford made the following points regarding Neighbourhood Plans:- 

 Neighbourhood plans will look at development in an area for next 10 to 15 years. 

 Will provide communities with the power to influence and shape development in the area. 

 Will allow communities to identify needs beyond housing, for example traffic calming, 
play areas etc which developers will be asked to contribute to. 

 Not a charter to say ‘No’ to all development. 

 Current local plan does not identify Tilston as an area for significant growth over the next 
15 years but policy will be flexible enough to allow small development. 

 Neighbourhood plans will be led by Parish Councils. 

 Will include a significant amount of public consultation and an independent inquiry and 
finally a referendum. 

 Requires a simple majority to be adopted as planning policy by the local authority, 
therefore has significant weight in the planning process. 

 
Lesley Bassett continued the presentation making the following points:- 

 Communities would benefit from the ‘New Homes Bonus’ and would receive a 
percentage of the money received for the building of new homes over six years based on 
band D council tax paid to the local authority. 

 Houses are allocated to local people through an allocation policy which is included in any 
planning permission. 

 This allocation policy is developed in conjunction with the Parish Council. 

 First priority is given to people who live, work or have close family members in the parish. 
If the houses were not filled at this point the same criteria would be extended to 
neighbouring parishes, then CW&C ward level, then borough wide. 

 Applicants need to register with Home Choice through Chester and District Housing 
Trust. Where they will be banded according to need band A being the most in need and 
E in least need. 

 The new affordable homes in Malpas and Tattenhall were all allocated to band E tenants 
because of their local connection. 

 Band E are often people living with family who want their own homes often regarded as 
the hidden homeless. 

 Tattenhall Parish Council has been through the affordable process from design to 
building and can therefore offer advice and guidance. 

 
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
The following questions were asked:- 

 Why spend considerable time and resources developing a neighbourhood plan if you can 
not say ‘no’ to unwanted development? 

- Recognised that the plans are a lot of effort but they will help shape development 
if adopted as part of planning policy. For example if the plan identifies a 
development of 20 houses and a developer suggests 100 the application would be 
turned down. Developers are not able to ride roughshod over local planning policy. 
Plan should also develop other community needs which a developer needs to 
address. 

 Neighbourhood Plans could result in dividing villages over where development should 
take place. 

- This could happen as people are often against development near their homes but 
it would be hoped through proper consultation these issues could be worked 
through and some compromise reached. 

 Housing Need assessment does not give a realistic view of housing need in rural areas 
based on a statistical model as it is does not recognise the nature of rural areas dealing 
with very small populations. 
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- This is true particularly of rural areas, taking into account the Farndon ward which 
stretches from Tilston to Saighton it is likely more than 14 affordable houses are 
needed a year. 

 As developers are expected to provide a percentage of affordable houses on a site how 
do large houses fit with smaller affordable properties? Need also to consider larger 
affordable houses. 

- Need to work with communities and developers to get the balance right. 

 Tilston has a thorough plan which has identified a low level need for housing 
development of a few new homes not a few 10s of houses. Need to take into account 
approved development sites including the Fox and Hounds plus the Stretton Dairy site 
which will impact on Tilston as will developments in other neighbouring parishes. 

- Due to the legal process and costs involved with the neighbourhood plans most 
may not be developed beyond Parish Plans. 

- Development will take place in larger centres while the local plan will provide 
flexibility for areas like Tilston to have small scale and/or infill development. 

- Looking at fixed rate for affordable provision of around 35 to 40% on sites with 
more than 1 property in rural areas and possibly 15+ units in urban areas. 

 How do developers justify providing no affordable housing? 
- Arguments based on viability of the site. Arguments on viability are scrutinised by 

independent experts for CW&C. 

 Organic development of affordable housing would be appropriate in Tilston but this does 
raises questions about viability. Need for affordable houses is an indication that housing 
prices are too high. Need to be looking at more modern and sustainable house building 
methods which are cheaper to produce. 

- This is starting to happen with developers looking at the ‘passive housing’ model. 

 Residents are not opposed to small developments at a moderate pace; need to see 
investment in infrastructure including roads. 

- This can all be included in the neighbourhood plan. 

 Clarification was sought on the allocation process, if allocations move down the scale it 
shows too many houses have been built. 

- First priority will be given to those who live, work or have close relatives in the 
parish, these criteria would then move to neighbouring parishes and so on. 

- Houses built recently have all been oversubscribed at the first stage of the 
allocation policy. 

 Surveyors have been working in the fields at the end of Inveresk Road was anything 
known about this? 

- No, but developers will often carryout these surveys. 

 Are Housing Trusts under pressure from developers to get planning permission for sites 
that would not normally be accepted? Seems developers are hiding behind housing 
trusts. 

- Developers will speak to a number of housing associations as these schemes are 
still commercial propositions as land for affordable houses is still worth more that 
agricultural land but less than market value development sites. 

- The chosen association will then bring forward the site proposals. 
- Developer would lead on market value or mixed schemes. 

 Are developers looking to build in rural areas more than in the past? 
- Yes, due to uncertainty in the market and in planning policy particularly in the light 

of neighbourhood plans. 

 The chairman read a letter from Cllr. Ritchie who had been unable to attend the meeting 
which made the following 6 points:- 

1. I feel that the provision of housing development in Tilston should be in 
accordance with the Parish Plan. 
 2. Development in Tilston, which is not a key village or major village, should be to 
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suit the needs of the village, the growth of its families and the changing needs of 
its own population, including those its own ageing residents and the requirements 
of local employment. 
 3. I would be concerned if larger scale development were to be proposed 
because this would inevitably involve importing further commuters and 
unnecessarily and unsustainably increasing our carbon footprint, without 
significantly improving the sustainability of any local facilities, such as the school, 
shop, pub, hall, playing field or bus service. 
 4. The Parish Plan accepts the need for small scale development for the village's 
needs. Completion of some 2 houses per year of the right types, in addition to the 
existing turnover of houses for sale or rent within the village, would seem to meet 
our needs. Any more than that rate per year would be surplus and would only go 
to meeting the needs of elsewhere and would add to the already significant 
problems that people have in selling their houses in the village. 
 5. As things stand we have existing planning permission for the Fox and Hounds 
development, which needs to be taken into account. 
 6. The Stretton Dairy scheme, which also has planning permission, is outside our 
Parish and within Coddington and District Parish Council's area, but will clearly 
serve the needs of the adjoining area to Tilston. 

 It was noted that the developer of the Fox and Hounds had stated he would start work in 
September and although this had not happened equipment which has arrived on site 
indicates work may start soon. Cllr. Greenwood noted the developer is planning to 
develop the existing public house building plus the 2 properties on the front of the site, 
once they have sold they will work on the dwellings behind. It was noted any significant 
changes to the approved plans would require a new planning application. 

 Concerns were raised about any development at the end of Inveresk Road and the 
impact increased traffic would have on a road already obstructed by parked cars. 

 Concerns were raised about costs of sixth formers accessing public transport to the 
Bishop Heber high school. 

 Would development be phased creating a building site in Tilston for years? 
- Difficult to comment on this as developers are influenced by cash flow. 

 Clarification was sought on what is a ‘small development’. 
- Up to 10 units any more would be a major development in Tilston. 

 
The chairman thanked Lesley Bassett and Phill Bamford for attending and their offers of future 
help. 
 
The meeting closed at 8.05pm. 
 

The Next scheduled PARISH COUNCIL MEETING is on  
Thursday 3rd November 

 2011 from 7.00pm. 
 
 

Signed      ………………………..                   Dated   ……………………….. 
Ann Wright 

Clerk to Tilston Parish Council 
26 10 11 


